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Abstract

Esamples more related to sequential programming
are

Thzs paper reports on ongozng actauztaes t o geiierale
grap hzcal represent at 1 on manz pulat zng user t nt erfa ces
from very hzgh level speczficatzoiis. Fzrst, o n overvaew
of graphical notatzons that are relevant for software
engzneerzng is gzven. Second, the capabalatzes offered
b y the current versaon of the generator G2F [4/ are
presented. Thzrd, the paper shows h o u software technology techniques in turn have been applzed to erteiid
G2F b y the power of attrabute grammars
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Graphical representations of information play an
important role in software engineering. They help
to display the underlying data in a user-friendly way.
Many of the examples for kinds of data that lend themselves naturally to graphical presentation coine from
the domain of parallel and distributed programming:
0
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Program debugging environments: these show
graphical views of the program data state, showing the modifications in the data state as the program runs [18][2O][I2].

Further examples for the use of graphical representations in software engineering come from the area
of formal program development. Formal program
development comprises the complete specification of
the properties of programs, the application of formal
methods like VDh4 or Z [13,24], and the conduction of
complete proofs of condit-ionsthat have to be met during the process of software construction. Latest developments are nieta-calculi designed for the expression
of all these different kinds of formal objects in a uniform language. An example is the meta-calculus Deva
[22,23] developed i n the ESPRIT project 510 ToolUse

Examples of graphical representations

1

Program Structure: the module structure and use
dependencies of large programs can be represented graphically[161.

Multi-processor systems: graphical representations display processor connections, and process
scheduling and communication[ 141

PI

Networks: gauges and meters can be used as
graphical abstractions of the state of computer
networks [2].

2

Petri Net Animation: graphical representation
and animation techniques can be used to display
the evaluation of Petri networks[ll] [l'i].

G'F is a generator of two-dimensional formulae
manipulating structure-oriented editors. These editors can be used as user interfaces to formal systems
by defining a set of interaction patterns [7]. Examples for formal systems where a tool like G2F can be
helpful are algebra systems, theorem provers or formal
software development environments.
The construct,ion of a generic tool like G2F is easily niot,ivated. First. graphical presentation of information is often easier to grasp and more adequate for
humail beings. Second, two-dimensional representations can help t,o simplify both use and understanding

interfaces

Process control applications: the structure and
state of systems (e.g. a clinical neurophysiological monitoring system[3]) can be visualized and
animated.
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G 2 F , a generator of graphical user
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tions on attribute grammars. The reader also gets
an impression of the specification language used in
the tools Ast [lo] and Ag [9]. The resulting attribution rules are modular and still relatively easy to
understand. These two properties are very important when the extension of the generated definitions or
their modification is concerned.
The generated attribute grammar consists of

of formalisms. Third, there exist many formal frameworks which could be improved by user interfaces supporting framework-specific notations. And, last. but
not least, hand-coding of graphical interfaces is very
time-consuming (191.
The most important design decision taken concerns the way the layout of two-dimensional formulae is
specified. G2F facilitates direct manipulation style
definitions: first, a prototype of the envisaged formula
is drawn. Then a couple of layout modes are selected [4]. This information is used to derive layout constraints for the formula drawn. A detailled description
of this derivation process is in [5].
For the definition of the complete structure editor
all graphical definitions are structured in a contextfree grammar like style. Arguments of formulae correspond to nonterminals and determine the class of
graphical objects which are allowed to be substituted
for a particular argument in the structure editor.
Figure 1 shows what the definition of the layout of
a quotient looks like. One of the layout modes used
is corner-relative addressing. The class of admissible
formulae as numerator is Formula. The little arrows
indicate that the arguments shall be centered against
one another.
Every graphical object edited is implicitely tree
structured according to the formula grammar defined.
In addition a unique textual representation satisfying
the LALR( 1) condition corresponds to every editable
formula. This feature forms the basis for using the editors as interfaces to formal systems. It also provides
an alternative to structure-oriented editing, because
the textual equivalent of a formula can be inserted as
well.
The deduced layout constraints are used to generate
C procedures for drawing formulae, calculating their
dimensions and constructing various kinds of menues
in the resulting editor. All grammar information is
handled by scanner and parser generators also producing C-code. The generated procedures are compiled
and linked together with code common to all editors,
which realizes standard operations of structure editors
for edition and search commands, for instance.
The current version of G2Fuses the X-window system 11.3 and runs on UNIX workstations.
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rules defining the abstract syntax of an application
attributes describing offset and dimension of an
object in the editor, and
computation rules for these attributes

The following example shows the grammar generated for a nonterminal formula with the three right
hand sides sum, product and quotient.
formula = <

sum = son1:formula
son2 :formula
product = son1:formula
son2 :formula .
quotient = son1:formula
son2 :formula

.
.

> .
The syntax exploits the analogy of nonterminals
(formula) to types. It gives additional names (sonl,
song) to nonterminals, which are analogous t o variables in functions. The identifiers (sum, product, quotient) associated with each rule are the function names
in this analogy. Hence, the structure of an abstract
syntax tree can be described by nesting the functions the signature of which is implicitely defined in the
example.
In terms of abstract syntax trees the example defines three alternatives for a node with type formula.
Each of these alternatives has two children sonl and
son2 with nodetype formula.
The generation of the computation rules for the attributes describing the editor layout is triggered by
the direct manipulation style definition made: the defined lines, linebreaks, indentations and layout modes
determine the computation of these attributes.
We only give a flavour of the attribution rules generated. The rules are the ones resulting from the definition of the layout of a quotient shown in figure 1.
They define how the the attributes oflsetz, oflsety,

Mapping G2F definitions on attribute grammars

This section is dedicated to the description of the
mapping of the G2F direct manipulation style defini-
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Figure 1 The specificatloll of the layout of quotients with G’F

son1:offx : = offx + 1 + (max(sonl:dimx,son2:dimx) - sonl:dimx)/2;
son2:offx : = offx + 1 + (max(sonl:dimx,son2:dimx) - son2:dimx)/2;
son1:offy : = offy;
son2:offy : = son1:offy + son1:dimy + 5 ;
dimx : = max(sonl:dimx,son2:dimx) + 6;
dimy : = son1:dimy + son2:dimy + 5;

Figure 2 : Generated rules for calculating at.t.rihutes

I

dimx and dimy of a node with type quotient have to
be computed.
The first two rules (see figure 2), e.g., express the
constraint that the arguments are centered against one
another. The x-coordinate of the left-upper corner of
the numerator (attribute son1:oflr) depends on the
and the dioffset of the overall formula (attribute 08%)
mensions of the arguments. While the attributes containing the overall offset are inherited, the attributes
providing the dimensions of the arguments are synthesized. This design decision reflects the limitation
of the expressive power of the G 2 F direct manipulation style definitions.
The drawing of text and lines in the generated editor is not reflected in the attribution rules generated as it w a s first planned and suggested in [GI. For
reasons of clarity a separate procedure is generated,
instead, which computes the coordinates of lines and
text squares in dependency of the current attribute
values in the structure tree.
We only wanted to give an impression of the resulting attribute grammar. A complete and much more
detailled description of the mapping and the overall
work is in [ 11.
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Modifications will help to overcome limitations of
the G 2F direct manipulation style definitions. One example for such a change is the definition of the layout
of indexed variables in mathematical applications: for
the time being it has been impossible to specify in tbe
drawing that the size of the index should be smaller
than the size of the variable.

5

Conclusions and perspectives

We showed the relevance of a great variety of graphical notations t o the domain of software engineering
and to distributed and parallel computing in particular.
These observations have been the driving forces for
the coiistruction of the generator of user interfaces described i ~ ]this paper. We presented its design, implementation and use.
G 2F multiplies the advantages of direct-manipulation style definit,ions by the power of attribute grammars: graphical notations can be defined in a very
easy way, more or less by drawing examples. The attribute grammar automatically generated from these
definitions is modular and still comprehensible. Thus,
additional modules of attribute grammars can easilj
be added.
Another possibility is the modification of the layout
rules generated. This is a way to overcome current
limitations in the expressive power of the actual directmanipulation style definitions of G 2 F .
The extended G 2 F system uses all compiler front
end construction tools developed at the GMD in Karlsruhe. It is implemented in C, uses the X-Window
system 11.4 and runs under the UNIX operating s y s
tem.
Future work will primarily deal with improvements
of the G 2 F direct manipulation style definitions. The
extensions will be driven by the requirements resulting;
froni the applicat,ion of G 2F in formal program development environments like the one existing for Deva

Two-layered generation

This section shows how G 2 F can be used to benefit
from the combination of direct manipulation style definitions and attribute grammars in the construction of
user interfaces.
Figure 1 already gave an example of the specification of a graphical notation.
As described in the foregoing section, modules of
attribute grammar specifications in the Ast/Ag input
language are generated from a set of definitions made
with the extended G 2 F . The entirety of these modules
is then processed by Ast and Ag to provide the corresponding attribute evaluation and tree manipulation
routines. The generated C-procedures are compiled
and linked with standard code common to all generated editors. Figure 3 summarizes these explanations
of the generation process.
The twelayered-ness of the generation process enables the extension or modification of the modules generated on the level of attribute grammars.
Additional modules of attribution rules cculd be
added to define context sensitive properties of an application. The usual examples from language-based
environments are rules for scope and name analysis,
operator identification or rules for type checking and
type coercions.

PI.
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Figure 3: Overview of the generabion process in G'F
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